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Index
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Abbe cut-off frequency
Abbe’s sine condition
aberration function
aberration transfer function
aberrations
absolute colourimetry
ac value
achromatic (colour)
acutance
adapted homogeneity-directed
adapted white
additive colour space
Adobe® colour matrix
Adobe® digital negative
Adobe® forward matrix
Adobe® Photoshop®
Adobe® RGB colour space
adopted white
Airy disk
aliasing
amplitude OTF
amplitude PSF
amplitude transfer function
analog gain
analog-to-digital converter
analog-to-digital unit
angular field of view
anti-aliasing filter
aperture-diffraction PSF
aperture-diffraction MTF
aperture function
aperture priority mode

3-31, 5-31
1-58
see “wavefront error function”
5-32
1-3, 1-8, 3-31, 5-25, 5-32
4-13
3-13
see “greyscale”
5-38
see “demosaicing methods”
4-33
4-22
4-42, 4-43
4-40, 4-42
4-41, 4-42, 4-47, 4-49
4-60, 4-61, 5-45
4-27, 4-60, 4-61
4-33, 4-34
3-15, 3-27, 5-33, 5-46, 5-49
3-43, 3-44, 3-47, 5-42, 5-45
see “amplitude transfer function”
3-26
3-26
2-24
2-2, 2-5, 3-61, 5-56
see “digital number”
1-21, 1-23, 1-24
5-45, also see “optical low-pass filter”
3-27, 5-33
3-29, 5-31, 5-33, 5-35
3-23, 3-26
2-32, 5-71
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aperture stop
aperture value
aplanatic lens
apodisation filter
arpetal ratio
astigmatism
auto-correlation
auto-ISO mode
average photometry

1-22
1-56
1-57
5-34
1-50
5-26
3-30
2-34
2-17, 2-18

backside-illuminated device
band-limited function
banding
baseband
base ISO setting
Bayer colour filter array
bellows factor
bias frame
bias offset
bicubic convolution
bilinear interpolation
bilinear interpolation (demosaicing)
binning
birefringence
bit depth
black-body radiation
black-level offset
blue sky
blur spot
bokeh
Boltzmann constant
Bradford transform
Brewster’s angle
brightness (display)
brightness value

3-57, 5-58
3-45, 5-44
see “posterisation”
3-47
2-26, 3-62, 5-51, 5-52
2-3, 3-49, 3-58, 4-20
1-27
3-70
3-65, 3-71, 5-67
5-44
5-44
see “demosaicing methods”
5-57
3-50
2-2, 2-5, 2-11, 3-63
4-15
2-9, 2-13
3-36
1-30, 3-6, 5-5
5-30
4-15
4-37
3-35
2-13
2-19

camera characterisation
camera exposure
camera neutral
camera raw space
camera response function
camera shake
cathode-ray tube monitor
CCD
characterisation (camera colour)

4-24, 4-48
1-56
see “adopted white”
2-3, 4-1, 4-2, 4-18, 4-20
see “spectral responsivity”
2-33, 5-64, 5-69
2-9, 2-12, 4-27
see “charge-coupled device”
see “camera characterisation”
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charge collection
charge collection efficiency
charge-coupled device
charge detection
charge signal
chief ray
chromatic aberration
chromatic adaptation
chromatic adaptation transform
chromaticity
chromaticity diagram
CIE RGB colour space (1931)
CIE XYZ colour space
circle function
circle of confusion
circular polarising filter
clipping point (JPEG)
clipping point (raw)
CMOS
coherent illumination
collimated light
colour
colour appearance model
colour demosaicing
colour filter array (Bayer)
colour filter array (Fuji® X-Trans® )
colour filter array transmission function
colour management
colour-matching functions
colour matching module
colour matrix (Adobe® )
colour rotation matrix
colour space
colour space (additive)
colour space (Adobe® RGB)
colour space (CIE RGB)
colour space (CIE XYZ)
colour space (output-referred)
colour space (ProPhoto RGB)
colour space (raw)
colour space (reference)
colour space (sRGB)
colour space (uniform)
colour space (working)
colour transformation matrix

3-55
3-57
3-39, 3-56, 5-58, 5-67
3-61
3-56, 3-58, 5-51
1-23
5-25, 5-26
4-33
4-29, 4-33, 4-36
2-3, 4-2
4-8, 4-11, 4-16, 4-28, 4-61
4-7
4-9
3-27
1-30, 5-3, 5-4, 5-46, 5-49
3-39
2-25
2-6, 2-8, 3-63
see “complimentary metal-oxide semiconductor”
3-20, 3-26
1-14
2-3, 4-2
4-33
see “demosaicing”
see “Bayer colour filter array”
see “Fuji X-Trans colour filter array”
see “transmission function (colour filter array)”
4-59, 4-63
4-4, 4-5
4-60, 4-64
see “Adobe® colour matrix”
see “rotation matrix”
2-3, 4-4
see “additive colour space”
see “Adobe® RGB colour space”
see “CIE RGB colour space”
see “CIE XYZ colour space”
see “output-referred colour space”
see “ProPhoto RGB colour space”
see “raw colour space”
see “reference colour space”
see “sRGB colour space”
see “uniform colour space”
see “working space (colour)”
4-1
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colour temperature
colour temperature (correlated)
colour tint
colourimetry (absolute)
colourimetry (relative)
Coltman’s formula
coma
comb function
complex amplitude
complimentary metal-oxide semiconductor
compound lens
cone of vision
contrast (display)
contrast (waveform)
contrast ratio
contrast sensitivity function
contrast transfer function
conversion factor
conversion gain
convolution
convolution theorem
contour definition
coordinate representation
correlated colour temperature
cosine fourth law
crop factor
cross-format comparisons
cut-off frequency
cut-off frequency (aperture diffraction)
cut-off frequency (circle of confusion)
cut-off frequency (sensor)
cut-off frequency (system)
cycles per degree (unit)
cycles per mm (unit)
cycles per pixel (unit)

4-15
see “correlated colour temperature”
4-17
see “absolute colourimetry”
see “relative colourimetry”
5-9
1-57, 3-16, 5-26, 5-30
3-16, 3-42, 3-45
3-19
3-39, 3-56, 5-58
1-12
5-4
2-13
3-14
2-13
5-39
5-9
3-63, 3-68
3-62
3-7, 3-10, 5-42
3-12, 3-45
5-40
3-5
4-16, 4-17, 4-34, 4-43, 4-51
1-54
1-30
5-9
3-15
see “Abbe cut-off frequency”
5-8
see “sensor cut-off frequency”
see “system cut-off frequency”
5-39
3-12
5-40

D50 illumination
D65 illumination
dark current
dark-current shot noise
dark-current non-uniformity
dark frame
dark signal
dark-signal non-uniformity
dc bias

4-17,
4-17,
3-66
3-66
3-68
3-70,
3-66
3-68,
3-13

4-42
4-29, 4-52

4-1, 5-67
5-67
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dcraw (software)
decibel (unit)
defocus aberration
defocus blur
delta function
demosaicing
demosaicing methods
depletion region
depth of field
depth of focus
Descartes’ formula
detection area
detector-aperture PSF
detector-aperture MTF
detector cut-off frequency
diffraction
diffraction cut-off frequency
diffraction limit
diffraction-limited
diffraction MTF
diffraction PSF
diffraction softening
digital gain
digital number
digital output level
Dirac comb
Dirac delta function
display dynamic range
display gamma
diaplay gamut
display profile
display size (image or print)
distortion
dithering
DNG file
dots per inch (unit)
downsampling
DxO® Labs
dynamic range
dynamic range (display)
dynamic range (highlight)
dynamic range (image)
dynamic range (photographic)
dynamic range (raw)
dynamic range (scene)

2-16, 3-68, 4-1, 4-24, 4-52
5-60
3-33, 5-5
see “defocus aberration”
3-7, 3-10, 3-42
2-3, 4-1, 4-20
4-23, 4-24
3-55
1-30
5-6
1-10, 1-12, 1-16
3-39, 3-56
3-41
3-42, 5-35
see “sensor cut-off frequency”
3-1, 3-21
see “Abbe cut-off frequency”
5-31
3-31, 3-33, 5-32
see “aperture-diffraction MTF”
see “aperture-diffraction PSF”
3-29, 5-38, 5-46
2-24, 2-31
2-2, 2-5, 3-63, 4-21
2-5
see “comb function”
see “delta function”
2-6, 2-13
2-8, 2-12
4-63
4-60, 4-61
4-65
5-26
2-10
see “Adobe® digital negative”
4-65
5-41, 5-45
5-38, 5-52, 5-54
2-5, 2-6, 2-11, 2-15, 5-52, 5-59
see “display dynamic range”
see “highlight dynamic range”
see “image dynamic range”
see “photographic dynamic range”
see “raw dynamic range”
see “scene dynamic range”
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dynamic range (sensor)
dynamic range (shadow)
dynamic range (sRGB colour space)

see “sensor dynamic range”
see “shadow dynamic range”
see “sRGB colour space dynamic range”

edge definition
edge-spread function
effective focal length
electric field
electromagnetic optics
electromagnetic radiation
electron count
electron-hole pair
enlargement factor
entrance pupil
entrance window
equivalence ratio
equivalence ratio (working)
equivalence theory
equivalent focal length
exchangeable image file
exit pupil
exit window
expose-to-the-right
exposure
exposure (camera)
exposure (photometric)
exposure (radiant)
exposure compensation
exposure duration
exposure index
exposure time
exposure value
extended ISO settings
eye cones
eye response functions

5-36
5-34
see “focal length (effective)”
3-17, 3-34
3-17
3-4, 4-15
see “photoelectron count”
3-56
5-5, 5-20, 5-40
1-21, 1-22
1-23
5-10
see “working equivalence ratio”
5-10
1-29
4-60
1-22
1-23
2-2, 5-53, 5-56, 5-68
1-42
see “camera exposure”
see “photometric exposure”
see “radiant exposure”
2-32, 5-71
1-54, 3-67
2-18, 2-23
see “exposure duration”
1-56
2-29
4-18
3-60, 4-18, 4-20

f-number
f-number (working)
f-stop
fall-off
Fermat’s principle
field curvature
field of view
field of view area
field stop

1-49, 1-57
see “working f-number”
1-52
see “natural vignetting”
1-2, 1-7
5-26
1-21
1-28
1-23
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fill factor
film plane
film speed
first order optics
fixed-pattern noise
flat-field correction
floating element
focal distance
focal length (effective)
focal length (equivalent)
focal length (front effective)
focal length (rear effective)
focal length multiplier
focal plane
focal point
focus (sharp)
focus and recompose method
focus at infinity
focus breathing
focusing movement
format
forward matrix
four-spot filter PSF
four-spot filter MTF
Fourier transform
frame averaging
Fraunhofer region
frequency (optical)
frequency (radial spatial)
frequency (spatial)
frequency leakage
Fresnel-Kirchoff equation
Fresnel region
front-cell focusing
Fuji® X-Trans® colour filter array
full-frame equivalent
full-well capacity

2-23, 3-40, 3-43, 3-57
1-17, 1-20
2-19
1-8
3-67
5-68
1-18, 1-20
1-16
1-16
see “equivalent focal length”
1-14
1-14
1-29
1-14, 1-17
1-14
1-7, 1-11, 1-18
1-38
1-14, 1-17
1-27
1-17
see “sensor format”
see “Adobe® forward matrix”
3-50
3-51, 5-35
3-12
3-66, 5-66
3-24
see “optical frequency”
see “radial spatial frequency”
see “spatial frequency”
5-44
3-21
3-24
1-18
4-24
1-29
2-3, 3-61, 5-51

gain
gain
gain
gain
gain
gain
gain

see
see
see
see
see
see
see

(analog)
(digital)
(contrast)
(conversion)
(conversion factor)
(ISO)
(unity)

“analog gain”
“digital gain”
“contrast (display)”
“conversion gain”
“conversion factor”
“ISO gain”
“unity gain”
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gamma
gamut
gamut (display)
Gaussian conjugate equation
Gaussian distribution
Gaussian optics
Gaussian reference sphere
geometrical optics
glare
Grassman’s laws
greyscale
Gullstrand’s equation

2-4, 2-8
4-61
see “display gamut”
1-15
3-71
1-3, 1-7, 1-8
3-32
1-2
see “veiling glare”
4-3
2-3, 4-3
1-11, 1-12

headroom (JPEG)
headroom (raw)
Helmholtz equation
Heynacher number
highlight dynamic range
highlight headroom
histogram
hue
Hunter-Pointer-Estevez transformation
Huygens-Fresnel principle
hyperfocal distance

2-25, 2-29
2-16, 3-63, 5-55, 5-56
3-19
5-38
2-16, 2-31, 5-53
see “headroom (JPEG)”
2-16, 3-63, 5-69
4-2
4-36
3-20
1-37

ICC profile
ideal image
illumination
illuminance
illuminant E
image dynamic range
image height (optics)
image plane
image resampling
image resizing
image resolution
image quality
image quality (perceived)
image space
imaginary primary
Imatest® (software)
incandescent illumination
incoherent illumination
infinity focus
infra-red cut-off filter

4-60, 4-63
3-5
2-17, 4-15
1-43
4-4, 4-18, 4-39
2-6
5-27
1-4, 1-17
see “resampling”
see “resizing”
see “pixels per inch (unit)”
5-1
see “perceived image quality”
1-9
4-10, 4-13, 4-20, 4-22, 4-63
5-38, 5-40
4-15
3-3, 3-20, 3-27, 3-31
1-14, 1-17
3-2
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input-referred units
integration time
intensity (luminous)
intensity (optical)
intensity (radiant)
interference
internal focusing
iris diaphragm
iris (software)
irradiance
isoplanatic
ISO gain
ISO invariance
ISO-less setting
ISO setting
ISO speed
ISO speed (raw)
isotherm

3-68
3-67, 5-67
see “luminous intensity”
see “optical intensity”
see “radiant intensity”
3-21
1-18
1-21, 1-52, 3-18
3-68, 5-68
3-3
see “linear shift-invariant”
3-62, 5-56, 5-60
3-64, 5-56, 5-71
see “ISO invariance”
2-18, 3-62, 5-51, 5-69
2-24
5-54, 5-63
4-16

jagged edges
jinc function

5-44
3-28

kelvin (unit)
keystone distortion

4-15
1-40

Lagrange theorem
Lambertian surface
Lambert’s cosine law
Lanczos resampling
least distance of distinct vision
least resolvable separation
lens circle
lens design
lens resolving power
lens transmission factor
lensmakers’ formula
lightness
line pair
line pairs per picture height (unit)
linear systems theory
linear shift-invariant
linearisation
liquid crystal display
long cone (eye)
luma

1-48
1-44
1-44
5-45
5-4
5-3
5-27
1-8
5-31
see “transmission factor (lens)”
1-10
2-10
5-3
5-30, 5-38
3-2
3-7, 3-34
4-1
2-12
see “eye cones”
4-1
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lumen (unit)
luminance
luminance (relative)
luminosity function
luminous efficacy
luminous exitance
luminous exposure
luminous flux
luminous intensity
Luther-Ives condition
lux (unit)

1-43
1-43, 2-3, 4-2
see “relative luminance”
see “standard luminosity function”
3-5, 4-13
1-43
see “photometric exposure”
1-43
1-43
4-20, 4-22
1-43

MacAdam’s diagram
macrocontrast
magnetic field
magnification
magnification (pupil)
Malus’ law
manual mode
Marechal criterion
marginal ray
Maxwell’s equations
medium cone (eye)
meridional direction
meridional plane
metal-oxide semiconductor
metamer
metameric error
metamerism
metamerism index
meter calibration
metering modes
Michelson equation
microcontrast
middle grey
modulation depth
modulation transfer function
monitor profile
monochrome
MTF
MTF (aperture diffraction)
MTF (detector-aperture)
MTF (four-spot filter)
MTF (optical-low pass filter)
MTF (polychromatic)

4-16
5-29
3-17
1-13, 1-29, 1-48, 1-58
see “pupil magnification”
3-38
2-34, 5-69, 5-71
3-33
1-23, 1-58
3-18
see “eye cones”
5-28
1-23
3-55
4-3
4-22
4-3
4-27
2-19, 2-21
2-31
3-14
5-29
2-10, 2-23, 2-27
3-13
see “MTF”
see “display profile”
4-3
3-2, 3-13, 5-25
see “aperture-diffraction MTF”
see “detector-aperture MTF”
see “four-spot filter MTF”
see “four-spot filter MTF”
see “polychromatic MTF”
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MTF (system)
MTF area (metric)
MTF50 (metric)

see “system MTF”
5-38, 5-47
5-38

natural vignetting
nearest-neighbour interpolation
nodal point
noise
noise (dark-current shot)
noise (fixed-pattern)
noise (photon shot)
noise (read)
noise (temporal)
noise-equivalent exposure
noise floor
noise measurement
noise models
noise power
noise reduction
numerical aperture
Nyquist frequency (sensor)
Nyquist rate

1-52, 3-5
5-43
1-17
3-65
see “dark-current shot noise”
see “fixed-pattern noise”
see “photon shot noise”
see “read noise”
see “temporal noise”
5-60
see “read noise”
3-68
3-70
see “variance”
5-66
1-58
see “sensor Nyquist frequency”
3-48, 5-43

object plane
object space
observer resolving power
optical axis
optical frequency
optical intensity
optical low-pass filter
optical low-pass filter PSF
optical low-pass filter MTF
optical path difference
optical quality factor
optical transfer function
optical transfer function (system)
opto-electronic conversion function
output-referred colour space
output-referred units

1-4
1-9
5-3, 5-31, 5-48
1-2
3-19
3-20
3-1, 3-6, 3-44, 3-50
see “four-spot filter PSF”
see “four-spot filter MTF”
3-32
see “aberration transfer function”
3-1, 3-12
see “system OTF”
2-16, 4-25
2-5, 4-24, 4-27
3-68

paraxial region
partial coherence
passband
patterned pixel grouping
perceived dynamic range

1-3, 1-5, 1-7
3-20
5-43
see “demosaicing methods”
see “photographic dynamic range”
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perceived image quality
perceived resolution
perceptual (rendering intent)
phase tranformation function
phase transfer function
photo-response non-uniformity
photodiode
photoelectron
photoelectron count
photoelement
photogate
photographic constant
photographic dynamic range
photographic exposure
photographic stop
photometric exposure
photometry
photometry (average)
photon
photon shot noise
photopic vision
Photoshop® (software)
photosite
picture height
pixel count
pixel pitch
pixel-response non-uniformity
pixels per inch (unit)
Planck’s constant
Planck’s law
Planckian locus
plane of polarisation
point spread function
Poisson distribution
polarisation
polarising filter
polarising filter (circular)
polychromatic illumination
polychromatic MTF
polychromatic OTF
polychromatic PSF
posterisation
pre-filtering
primary (colour)
primary (imaginary)

5-1, 5-2
5-3, 5-48
see “rendering intent”
3-23
3-13, 3-15, 5-30
see “pixel-response non-uniformity”
3-56
2-2, 3-57
2-2, 3-58, 3-61, 4-20, 5-51
3-55
see “metal-oxide semiconductor”
2-18, 2-20
5-61
2-21
see “stop (photographic)”
1-42, 1-54, 2-20
1-42
see “average photometry”
3-56
3-66
3-4
see “Adobe® Photoshop® ”
2-2
5-30, 5-40
5-47, 5-57
3-42, 3-49, 5-34
3-68, 5-68
4-65, 4-66, 5-4
3-56, 4-15
4-15
4-15, 4-16
3-38
see “PSF”
3-66
3-18, 3-34
3-35, 3-37
see “circular polarising filter”
3-20, 3-60
3-60
3-60
3-60
2-4, 2-7, 2-10
3-50
4-4
see “imaginary primary”
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primary (raw)
principal plane
principal point
printer profile
printer resolution
profile (ICC)
profile (display)
profile (printer)
profile connection space
program mode
programmable gain amplifier
ProPhoto RGB colour space
PSF
PSF (amplitude)
PSF (aperture diffraction)
PSF (detector aperture)
PSF (four-spot filter)
PSF (optical low-pass filter)
PSF (polychromatic)
PSF (system)
pupil function
pupil magnification
pure spectrum colour

see “raw primary”
1-11
1-12, 1-17
4-60
4-65
see “ICC profile”
see “display profile”
see “printer profile”
4-2, 4-42, 4-46
2-34
3-62, 3-70, 5-55, 5-61
4-27, 4-61
3-1, 3-6, 5-27, 5-30
see “amplitude PSF”
see “aperture-diffraction PSF”
see “detector-aperture PSF”
see “four-spot filter PSF”
see “four-spot filter PSF”
see “polychromatic PSF”
see “system PSF”
3-32
1-22, 1-35
see “hue”

quantum efficiency

2-23, 3-43, 3-57, 5-51, 5-52

radial spatial frequency
radiance
radiant exposure
radiant flux
radiant intensity
radiometry
radius of curvature
read noise
read noise measurement
raw channel
raw colour space
raw dynamic range
raw pixel vector
raw primary
raw value
raw white-balance multipliers
ray tangent slope
Rayleigh quarter-wave limit
Rayleigh scattering

3-31
3-3
3-59
3-3, 3-56
3-3, 3-20
3-2
1-10
2-3, 3-67, 5-56, 5-70
3-70
4-21, 4-41
4-23
2-6, 5-56, 5-60
4-21, 4-23
4-20
2-2, 2-5, 3-63, 4-21
4-39, 4-40, 4-58
1-6, 1-24, 1-48
3-33
3-36
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Rayleigh two-point criterion
read noise
reciprocal focal-length rule
recommended exposure index
reconstruction filter
rectangle function
reference colour space
reference sphere
reference white
reflectance
reflected-light metering
refraction
refracting surface
refractive index
refractive power
relative aperture
relative colourimetric (rendering intent)
relative colourimetry
relative illumination factor
relative luminance
relative tristimulus values
rendering intent
resampling
resizing
resolution
resolution (digital image)
resolution (perceived)
resolution (printer)
resolving power (lens)
resolving power (observer)
resolving power (system)
response function
responsivity
RGB colour model
RGB colour space
RGB colour space (CIE 1931)
Robertson’s method
roll-off
rotation matrix

5-33
2-3, 2-6
2-33
2-23, 2-29
3-47, 5-42
3-40
4-2
see “Gaussian reference sphere”
4-14, 4-17, 4-22, 4-38
2-17
2-18
1-2, 1-9
1-2, 1-8
1-2, 1-9, 1-10
1-5, 1-9, 1-16, 5-15
1-47, 1-59
see “rendering intent”
4-14
3-5
2-4, 2-10, 2-26, 4-14
2-4, 4-14
4-64, 4-65
4-67, 5-41
4-59, 4-64
see “system resolving power”
see “pixels per inch (unit)”
see “perceived resolution”
see “printer resolution”
see “lens resolving power”
see “observer resolving power”
see “system resolving power”
see “spectral responsivity”
see “spectral responsivity”
4-31
see “colour space”
see “CIE RGB colour space (1931)”
4-17, 4-44
see “natural vignetting”
2-4, 4-39, 4-55

sagittal direction
sampling
sampling theorem
saturation (colour)
Scheimpflug condition

5-28
3-16, 3-42, 3-44
3-48
4-2, 4-12
1-41
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scene contrast ratio
scene dynamic range
scotopic vision
sensitivity metamerism index
sensor cut-off frequency
sesnor dynamic range
sensor format
sensor MTF
sensor Nyquist frequency
sensor plane
sensor PSF
sensor response
Shannon-Whittaker sampling theorem
shadow dynamic range
shadow improvement
sharpness
short cone (eye)
shutter priority mode
sign conventions
signal (charge)
signal (voltage)
signal-to-noise ratio
silicon
sinc function
sine condition
sine theorem
Snell’s law
solid angle
spatial frequency
spatial period
spectral flux
spectral irradiance
spectral passband
spectral power distribution
spectral radiance
spectral representation
spectral responsivity
speed value
spherical aberration
spherical wave
square root integral (metric)
sRGB colour space
sRGB colour space dynamic range
standard colourimetric observer
standard illuminants

see “scene dynamic range”
2-5, 2-17
3-4
see “metamerism index”
3-43
5-60
1-29, 5-30, 5-34, 5-46
5-35, also see “detector-aperture MTF”
3-43, 3-48, 5-36
1-17, 1-20
3-39, also see “detector-aperture PSF”
2-2
see “sampling theorem”
2-16, 2-31, 5-53
5-51, 5-54, 5-55, 5-70
5-2, 5-36, 5-38
see “eye cones”
2-33, 5-71
1-9, 1-13
see “charge signal”
see “voltage signal”
3-66, 3-71, 5-2, 5-49, 5-56, 5-57, 5-69, 5-70
3-56
3-47, 5-43
1-58
1-58
1-2, 1-4, 1-7
1-44
3-12, 5-24, 5-65
3-45
3-4
3-4
3-20
3-60, 4-3, 4-15, 4-17
3-4, 4-3, 4-15
3-4
3-58, 4-20
2-19
1-3, 5-25, 5-20
3-20
5-38
4-27, 4-59, 4-61
4-31
4-3, 4-4
4-17
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standard luminosity function
standard output sensitivity
stationarity
stop (photographic)
stopband
Strehl ratio
subjective quality factor
sunny-16 rule
surface power
system cut-off frequency
system PSF
system MTF
system OTF
system resolving power

3-4, 4-5, 4-6
2-23, 2-27
3-20
1-57, 2-5
5-43
3-33
5-39
2-21
1-5, 1-10
5-32, 5-35
3-16, 3-53
3-54, 5-34, 5-36
3-17
5-1, 5-31, 5-35, 5-64

tangent plane
tangential direction
temporal noise
thick lens
thin lens
TIFF file
tilt-shift lens
time value
tint (colour)
tonal range
tone curve
tone mapping
tone reproduction
transfer function
transfer function (amplitude)
transformation matrix (colour)
transmisson factor (charge collection)
transmisson factor (lens)
transmisson function (colour filter array)
trichromatic matching
tristimulus values (CIE RGB)
tristimulus values (CIE XYZ)
tristimulus values (LMS)
tristimulus values (relative)

1-6, 1-9
5-28
3-66, 5-57, 5-66
1-11
1-10, 3-22
4-62
1-42
1-56
see “colour tint”
2-7
2-14, 4-1
2-13
2-7, 2-14
see “optical transfer function”
see “amplitude transfer function”
see “colour transformation matrix”
3-57
1-54, 2-20
3-58
4-3, 4-18
4-7
4-10
4-19
see “relative tristimulus values”

ultra-violet filter
undersampling
unsharp mask
uniform chromaticity scale
uniform colour space

3-2
3-48, 5-45
5-34
4-16
4-16, 4-44

17
unity gain
unpolarised light
upsampling

3-64, 5-51
3-34, 3-37
5-41, 5-42

variance
veiling glare
vignetting
vignetting (natural)
visual acuity
voltage signal
von-Kries transform

3-66
3-35, 5-28
3-5
see “natural vignetting”
see “observer resolving power”
2-2, 3-61
4-36

wave optics
wavefront
wavefront error function
wavelength
wavenumber
Weber-Fechner law
white balance
white-balance matrix
white-balance multipliers
white point
working equivalence ratio
working f-number
working space (colour)

3-17
3-19
3-32, 5-32
3-3, 3-19
3-19
2-10, 2-23
2-4, 4-1, 4-32, 4-39
2-4, 4-42, 4-47, 4-52
see “raw white-balance multipliers”
4-17
5-18
1-48, 1-50
4-59, 4-61

XYZ colour space
XYZ scaling

see “CIE XYZ colour space”
4-38

ynu raytrace
Young-Helmholtz theory

1-7, 1-8, 1-9
4-18

zone system

2-22
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